High Quality Hospital Grade C-Arm Tables for Gastroenterology/ERCP with Wide Table Top and 750lbs (340kg) Weight Capacity

The STILLE Medstone c-arm tables contribute to enhancing efficiency while representing an affordable solution with quality and reliability provided by Swedish technology.

Technical Specifications Medstone3 ERCP/ Medstone5 ERCP

- Motorized height adjustment as shown below
- 15 ¾” (40cm) motorized longitudinal travel
- 6” (15cm) motorized lateral travel
- +/- 15° motorized Trendelenburg tilt (only Medstone5 ERCP)
- +/- 15° motorized lateral tilt (only Medstone5 ERCP)
- Rectangular table top 26”x82” (66x208cm) without facial cutout
- Weight capacity 750lbs (340kg)
- 230Vac, 3.4A, 50 Hz and 120Vac, 6.5A, 60 Hz with 230Vac or 120Vac style line cord
- 2” (5cm) table mattress and 3 patient straps
- Wired hand control
- Two detachable side rails length 31.69” (80.5cm)

Either 3 or 5 Motorized Movement Options Available:

- Height Adjustment
- Longitudinal travel
- Lateral travel
- Trendelenburg (only Medstone5 ERCP)
- Lateral tilt (only Medstone5 ERCP)

STILLE Medstone3 ERCP/ Medstone5 ERCP Surgical Imaging Tables

3- and 5- movement c-arm tables for gastroenterology with extra wide table top and optional accessories to secure the patient.
- Rectangular 26” (66cm) wide carbon fiber table top
- Weight capacity 750lbs (340kg)
- Motorized movements
- Four hospital grade locking castors
- Metal free imaging 58” (147cm)

* Part number for Medstone3 ERCP without 2 detachable side rails: 500-1007
** Part number for Medstone5 ERCP without 2 detachable side rails: 500-1031

Specification tolerance: ±1°, ± .5” (1.27cm)
**STILLE – Surgical perfection since 1841**

STILLE is one of the oldest medical device companies in the world founded at Karolinska University Hospital in Sweden back in 1841. At STILLE, we develop, produce and sell high-quality surgical instruments and surgical imaging tables to physicians worldwide.

STILLE’s offering consists of a strong brand and products renowned for their superior quality. We manage our business in two distinct business areas—Surgical Instruments and Surgical imaging tables.

**Surgical instruments**

In our Surgical instruments business area, we have a complete offering of handcrafted, forged instrumentation for all fields of open surgery, with a special emphasis on cardiovascular surgery, and reconstructive and aesthetic plastic surgery. Our instruments feature delicate design, industry-leading durability and a unique feel, which has made STILLE a well-known and highly respected supplier by surgeons throughout the world.

**Surgical imaging tables**

In our Surgical imaging tables business area, we offer specialty tables for minimally invasive procedures, with pricing, safety and features optimized for both in- and outpatient settings. The STILLE imagiQ2 surgical imaging table has the highest translucency in the world, and is optimized for advanced mobile Hybrid OR settings as well as peripheral and interventional procedures, enhancing crystal imaging while reducing radiation exposure as well as increasing efficiency in the OR.

The STILLE Medstone line of surgical imaging tables range from floating to fully motorized tables for vascular, electrophysiology, gastro (ERCP), pain management and urology to suit your needs, with reliability and optimal performance at an affordable cost at the highest standards of Swedish technology.
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Optional accessories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>505-1139</td>
<td>Foot control for Medstone3 ERCP (500-1036 and 500-1007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>505-1109</td>
<td>Foot control for Medstone5 ERCP (500-1037 and 500-1031)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>505-1181</td>
<td>Two detachable side rails length 31.69” (80.5cm) for Medstone models 500-1007 and 500-1031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>514-50-3SR025</td>
<td>Universal adjustable arm board with pad and clamp*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>514-100530</td>
<td>Side gates length 24.25” (61.6cm)/ pair with clamps*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>514-100311</td>
<td>Anesthesia frame with clamps*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>514-100401</td>
<td>IV-pole with clamp*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>535-1770</td>
<td>X-ray protective kit grey, 6 single panels; attachment to table top with self-adhesive Velcro© strips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>535-1771</td>
<td>X-ray protective kit blue, 6 single panels; attachment to table top with self-adhesive Velcro© strips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>535-1772</td>
<td>X-ray protective loop grey, 5 connected panels, attachment to side rails or table top with self-adhesive Velcro© strips*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>535-1773</td>
<td>X-ray protective loop blue, 5 connected panels, attachment to side rails or table top with self-adhesive Velcro© strips*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These accessories are attached to the two detachable side rails that come with the Medstone models 500-1036 and 500-1037. For the Medstone models 500-1007 and 500-1031 these rails have to be ordered separately (part number 505-1181, see above).